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In this issue of Pediatric Radiology, Kino et al. [1] present
their experiencewith fast pediatric chest CT. The authors com-
pared image quality, motion artifact and presence of atelecta-
sis in a group of children undergoing high-pitch spiral chest
CTunder general anesthesia (GA) with suspended respiration,
compared to another group scanned with no sedation or anes-
thesia and during free breathing. The authors found that image
quality and motion were slightly worse in the free-breathing
group compared with the GA group, but that atelectasis did
not differ between the groups. The authors reported
poor results from atelectasis in a subgroup of GA pa-
tients scanned during free breathing, such that they had
to abandon this approach. They concluded that the free-
breathing technique was sufficient for most purposes
because image interpretation is most hampered by atelectasis,
and that GA should only be used for cases where image
quality must be further optimized.

The paper of Kino et al. [1] offers a practical and clinically
meaningful approach to the exploration of image quality as a
determinant of diagnostic accuracy. One can question the va-
lidity of their scoring systems for image quality: what really is
the clinical relevance of the difference among image-quality
scores of “good” (3), “very good” (4) and “excellent” (5),
when all that is required to make a confident diagnosis is
“satisfactory” (2)? Also, one must consider the diagnostic task
at hand: an image might be satisfactory to diagnose a large
abscess but not to detect a 2-mm lung nodule, subtle bronchi-
ectasis or tree-in-bud opacities. Apart from these controver-
sies, any publication that would speak against the over-use of
anesthesia for diagnostic procedures in children is welcome.
Abandoning general anesthesia in pediatric chest CT would

result in great benefits for children and could save substantial
costs and potential morbidity [2, 3].

In the late 1990s, Drs. Pinar Garcia-Peña and Javier Lucaya
from Barcelona pioneered the use of high-resolution low-dose
CT in the diagnosis of chest diseases in children [4–6]. The
advantage of the cross-sectional display of the pathology
afforded by CT over the familiar projectional display from
radiographs is obvious. Because of the high intrinsic contrast
within aerated lung parenchyma, chest CT applications can
successfully be performed at a low radiation dose. Aided by
the technological advancement of high acquisition speeds en-
abled by dual-source wide-detector spiral CT, aggressive ef-
forts to reduce radiation doses have brought these down to that
of just a few chest radiographs [7–11]. The most limiting
factor for image quality is internal physiological (cardiac and
respiratory) and whole-patient (translatory) motion, and this
can be largely “frozen” by the fast acquisitions that are now
possible on these scanners, in combination with meticulous
strategies for short periods of patient immobilization and dis-
traction during the few seconds required for image acquisi-
tion. As a result of this evolution, the distinction between
high-resolution CT (traditionally acquired sequentially with
thin slices at 1-cm intervals) and conventional CT (contiguous
thicker slices) has blurred: from a single three-dimensional
dataset obtained with modern scanners one can reconstruct
both sets of images without “missing” any portions of the lung
parenchyma.

As CT has been made available for an increasing number
of indications [12], so has the perceived need to perform se-
dation and anesthesia to facilitate these procedures in ram-
bunctious toddlers. Dr. Frederic Long published impressive
results using suspended respiration techniques to ensure
motion-free images at full inspiration [13–19], without artifact
from anesthesia-related atelectasis [20, 21]. This iatrogenic
condition interferes more with diagnostic accuracy than mo-
tion and other interrelated parameters that determine image
quality, such as reconstructed slice thickness, kernel and im-
age noise (dose). In addition, artifacts emanate from the
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endotracheal tube when it is employed, which interfere with
the evaluation of the tracheobronchial tree.

In an analogy, we might compare the risk from anesthesia
for diagnostic procedures such as CT and MRI with the radi-
ation risk from CT. Regarding the latter, I believe it is no
longer a point of discussion whether one CT scan causes dam-
age to the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). This has been dem-
onstrated with sufficiently sensitive techniques in every pa-
tient immediately after leaving the scanner [22, 23]. The cru-
cial issue then becomes whether the DNA repair mechanisms
are sufficiently capable to repair this damage, so that any latent
damage caused by the scan [24] does not express later in life
as cancer following a second hit [25]. The immediate risks of
anesthesia are better known and, while generally considered
low [2, 3], when multiplied by the increasing numbers of
sedated diagnostic procedures now being performed on chil-
dren, have had measurable unintended consequences [3], such
as intensive care unit (ICU) admissions and even deaths. A
similar public health argument could be made with respect to
the delayed consequences of radiation carcinogenesis. A re-
cent epidemiological study that followed up children exposed
to CT radiation [26] has added substance to the claim made by
prior studies [27–29] that a single CT scan is capable of caus-
ing cancer. Conversely, there is no formal proof that the pos-
tulated neurotoxic effects of one anesthesia administered to a
child younger than 3 years can cause mental retardation
[30–32]. This uncertainty has caused our subspecialty to vac-
illate between favoring CT and MR as the optimal cross-
sectional modality (other than ultrasound) to image young
children, with the pendulum lately swinging in favor of fast
CT [33], especially in the chest.

With CT, we have become the obliging accomplices of our
own success. This trend has been abetted by the combination
of defensive medicine and the health care economics resulting
from our current fee-for-service reimbursement paradigm [12,
34–37]. The following remarkable quote from an interven-
tional radiologist caught my attention: “Me and my partner,
we eat what we kill— in the radiology group itself, every rat
eats what he kills” [38]. Indeed, I believe many radiology
professionals including myself feel under pressure to apply
this “business model” to earn our keep. I have referred to this
issue as “the hidden financial conflict of interest of our pro-
fession” [39, 40]. In his recent opinion article on CT risk
communication, Dr. Mervyn Cohen [41] expressed his belief
that the radiation risk from CT “if any, is minute” and cannot
be discussed in a meaningful way with parents. He went on to
state that “It is like requiring a car salesman to explain the
risks of dying in a car accident every time he sells a
car.” With this unfortunate choice of words, he com-
pared pediatric radiologists with car salesmen, and he
implied that we don’t want to be seen as killing the golden
goose of CT by having to bother (and confuse) parents with
risks that cannot be quantified.

Before becoming aware of my “conflict of interest,” I too
tried to be a diligent salesman for my department by offering
CT to referring physicians caring for patients with chronic
pulmonary conditions such as cystic fibrosis, with rather dis-
appointing results. I have learned from them that they have
enough clinical tools to guide their treatment decisions, and
that the detail provided by CT does not provide much clinical
relevance (perhaps with the exception of localized bronchiec-
tasis amenable to resection). I received a similar response after
demonstrating diffuse or local air-trapping in the lung paren-
chyma in people with asthma and cystic fibrosis. Aided by
sedation or anesthesia, we are now able to routinely acquire
motionless images of the tracheobronchial tree at full inspira-
tion and end-expiration [42] in a cross-sectional format
[17–19, 43]; however these acquisitions do not truly investi-
gate the dynamic nature of tracheo-bronchomalacia. To ad-
dress this, others have developed free-breathing cine chest
CT [44, 45] and “four-dimensional” CT on a scanner with
enough detectors to cover the relevant anatomy without need
for table motion [9, 46–49]. Yet, I have found that my results
with these techniques usually did not affect the clinical man-
agement of dynamic airway collapse because most children
eventually outgrow this condition and bronchoscopy has
remained the diagnostic gold standard for this condition at
my hospital [50]. My initial enthusiasm to use CT in the di-
agnosis of infantile insterstitial lung diseases [51] has been
tempered by the fact that CT findings are rarely specific
enough to obviate the need for a lung biopsy. Even in cases
of suspected neuroendocrine hyperplasia of infancy (NEHI), I
have learned that my findings rarely followed the published
typical criteria [52].

Of course, CT has proved its value in penetrating chest
trauma, and in blunt trauma when there is continued blood
or air drainage from chest tubes, raising the need for mechan-
ical ventilation not explained by radiographs and a clinical or
radiographic presentation of suspected traumatic aortic aneu-
rysm [53]. CT is indispensable for the evaluation of congenital
malformation of the lungs and the cardiovascular structures,
and for oncological follow-up. For the initial evaluation of
pleural complications of pulmonary infections in immuno-
competent children, ultrasound has proven diagnostic
superiority and greater cost-effectiveness than CT [54].
CT really should not be performed any more to obtain
an abnormal Haller index as a prerequisite to gain in-
surance coverage of the corrective cosmetic surgery for
pectus excavatum — it can be replaced by analogous
measurements on plain radiographs [55] or MRI [56].
The issue here is not so much the avoidance of unnec-
essary radiation, the dose of which is very low with
modern techniques [11], but rather the avoidance of in-
advertent detection of incidentalomas (tiny inconsequential
lung “ditzels” mislabeled as nodules) that require expensive
and futile workup [57–59].
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In conclusion, the study by Kino et al. [1] conveys the
important message that image quality does not always have
to be perfect for pediatric radiologists to make confident diag-
noses, which is a refreshing perspective. Because we are not
merely image readers, but primarily physicians, we have been
trained in our fellowship and through experience to incorpo-
rate the limited information derived from our noisy low-dose
images degraded by some motion into the larger medical pic-
ture. I first learned this from Dr. Webster Riggs, who stated
this in a brilliant essay “Why radiologists tend to overcall
pediatric chest radiographs” [60]:

“[W]hen we approach a chest film, all our previous un-
derstanding of normal goes out the window. In our
minds, we have a picture of an absolutely pristine chest
film. If the film in question deviates one iota from this
image of perfection, we call it abnormal. It does not have
to be perfect to be normal. Technical imperfections, an-
atomic variations, and subtle combinations of these
should be recognized.”

Mutatis mutandis, this wisdom also applies to the interpretation
of chest CT scans. Areas of “patchy ground-glass opacity in the
posterior lung bases” and “tree-in-bud nodules” frequently dis-
appear miraculously upon repeat scanning at suspended full
inspiration or obtained in a different position (prone or
decubitus [61]), quite analogously to what experienced old-
school pediatric radiologists found when interpreting chest ra-
diographs. The good news is that CT doses have plummeted in
recent years to sub-milliSievert levels [10, 11] and I now don’t
regard such radiation as an obstacle to repeat an acquisition in
the same session, if this can fundamentally change the interpre-
tation of the exam. Such an approach requires pediatric radiol-
ogists to actively monitor exams while the child is still in the
scanner, in a problem-oriented approach that distinguishes our
subspecialty from the rule-out mindset adopted by our adult-
focused colleagues. It can enable our desire to practice in a
personalized, patient-centered manner, rooted in principles of
cost-effectiveness, beneficence and evidence-based medicine,
while adding value to the health care system [62]. In this pro-
cess, we hope to rise above the rat race and continue to make a
decent living for ourselves in an ethical manner.
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